
Online reputation has never been more important than it is today. Stand out from the crowd with a stellar 

reputation by collecting customer reviews. Be the obvious choice and make sure people find you when they 

search online.



Turn customers into online promoters by automatically sending loyal customers review invitations, ensuring your 

top feedback always gets a spotlight.

 Reading reviews is a near-universal practice. 93% of customers read reviews before making a purchase decision

 Online reputation is the No. 1 way to improve trust with customers

 Customers perform a search for the company when unfamiliar with it – and only a few are likely to buy if they see 

negative reviews

 Customers are more likely to choose a product with good reviews & online reputation. 
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Reviews are the backbone of how a brand is viewed.

Turn customers 
into brand 
advocates

Online Reputation Management
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A strong brand reputation is key to attracting new customers, 
retaining existing ones, and building long-term loyalty. 

Here is how SurveySparrow can help.

Monitor Reviews

Ticket out feedback 

Workflows & alerts

Sentiment Analysis

Get new customer feedback, respond to and manage 
customer interactions, and promote it globally-all 
from one dashboard. 

Ensure effective resolution by ticketing out negative 
reviews. Eliminate unresponsive communication 
through tailored workflows and alerts.

Design a custom workflow for all the reviews collected. 
Based on the responses, assign & automate real-time 
actions with Case Management. Streamline tasks the 
better way. 

Slice and dice the reviews based on reviewer 
sentiments. In case of negative reviews, adopt 
corrective measures before it's too late.

Reviews Overview

Reputation

Facebook

Google

Google

Facebook

Google

Review platform

4.0/5

4.2/5

4.9/5

5.0/5

4.2/5

Review rate

Good place to work!

Like this place

Grate place to work and nice pe...

Best survey tool!

Good product

Comment

WC Wade Cooper

Anonymous

WC Arlene Mccoy

WC Devon Webb

WC Tanya Fox

Reviewed by

Jul 7, 2022

Jul 7, 2022

Jul 7, 2022

Jul 7, 2022

Jul 7, 2022

Review date

All time

Actions

Actions

Actions

Actions

Actions

Manage platforms Embeed reviews

Create a case

Subject

Review by  John

Asign to

Kate

Description

Good place to work!

Creates a case.

Case creation

Sends reminder email for partial submission.

Partial submission mail

Sends success email on response submission.

Submission mail

This workflow sends an email if the rating is less than 3 when 
the review is fetched.

Low rating mail

Creates a case.

Case creation

Name

Send mail

Description

 Sends mail if the rating is 2 and below 2.

Define Event

When review is fetched

Define Condition

Rating is less than 2 AND Platform is Google

Add Filter Group

Action

--Select--

Create Workflow

Create a New Workflow Cancel
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Review Requester (WIP)

Analyze trends 

Reporting by location, 
region, brand, and overall

Showcase best reviews

Find your customers where they are and nudge them 
to leave a review. Send out emails, SMS campaigns, 
embedded pop-ups, and QR code requests.  

Keep a constant tab on your brand reputation by 
analyzing sentiments & patterns. Gain in-depth 
insights that drive better growth 

Manage reviews from multiple businesses across 
different locations- all in one place. Stay on top of 
reviews and miss nothing. 

Build trust, create a raving fandom, and convince 

first-time visitors to become customers by embedding 
customer reviews on your site.

WC

Marizole Sequeira

We have been very satisfied with 
SurveySparrow. It has helped us to 

gather user feedback in an 
efficient way...

WC

Steve Perry

Deeply impressed how well 
SurveySparrow app is! I really 

recommend this app for  
all my friends. 

Rating & Reviews

Jan 10 Jan 19 Jan 31 Apr 13 Jul 7 Jul 26 Aug 1

Total Responses All timeAll platforms

Average raiting No of raitings

0

8

16

24

32

From 22 raiting &reviewsAverage rating

4.00

All Locations

All Locations

San Fransisco

Global

We hope you enjoyed our 
service! Would you please leave 
your review? http://sprw.us/
d7bsnx8

how would you love this App

Great!

Rate us !
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Key Features

Recognitions we are proud of 

Trusted by reputed brands globally 

Higher ranking on Google search. Respond to reviews directly within SurveySparrow

Steady increase in reviews Text analytics that highlight trending topics and themes

Amplify your reviews across channels Alerts for new or low-score reviews

Aggregated reviews across review sites Sentiment analysis on reviews

Unified view of Voice of the Customer Reporting by location, region, brand, and overall


